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Ryan Hammes: Hello and welcome to Colorado College. Today we are beginning our series of town halls, where we hope to help communicate out to all of you some of the plans for bringing all of the faculty, staff, and students back to campus this fall.

Ryan H.: Today, myself and director Amy Hill will be moderating our panel. We have a wonderful group of folks here to help answer the many questions that you have.

Ryan H.: And without further ado, we’ll introduce who is on the panel today. My name is Ryan Hammes. I serve as the director of outdoor education and I use the pronouns, he him his.

Amy Hill: Sorry about that. Y’all having some technical difficulties getting all the screens set up correctly. My name is Amy Hill. I’m director of campus activities and student orientation and I use the she series of pronouns.

Bethany Grubbs: Hi everybody, my name is Bethany Grubbs and I’m the director of the residential experience at Colorado College. Happy to have you all here. I use the she, her, hers pronouns.

Rochelle Dickey: Afternoon, everyone. I’m Rochelle Dickey. I use she her hers pronouns, and I am the acting dean of students and the acting vice president for student life. Good afternoon, everyone.

Heather Horton: Oh, my name is Heather Horton. I’m the director of the Wellness Resource Center, and I use she her hers.

Emily Chan: Hi, I’m Emily Chan. I’m the director of the Bridge Program. She, her, hers pronouns.

Ryan H.: The purpose of this panel is to give you all some more insight into our plans to welcome new students to campus this August, given the current context of the pandemic.
Ryan H.: We certainly don’t have all the answers, and we expect some of these things to change, as I’m sure things are changing very quickly, where you are all from.

Ryan H.: But we want to spend some time focusing on the things that will remain constant about the New Student Experience.

Ryan H.: As well as help to explain the why behind the what and reassure you that there is a great team of bright and caring faculty and staff designing programs that will prioritize your needs and make sure that you and your students are successful here at our college.

Ryan H.: While we may not be able to answer all of your questions today due to how many folks are on please know that we’re saving all of your questions and we’re going to submit them for future town halls. I encourage you all to log on to those, as well as know that all of these are being recorded. And so if there’s some folks that could not be here live in person that they will have transcripts as well to watch the interview later.

Ryan H.: So, we also want to recognize that there’s other members of our campus community that aren’t necessarily new students, and we ask that you hold some of your questions for future panels as well. So now let’s get started.

Bethany G.: Hi everyone, as I said, I’m Bethany Grubbs and the director of the residential experience. And I’m going to kick us off today.

Bethany G.: By talking a little bit about what you can expect from the residential experience.

Bethany G.: Things are going to look a little bit different in the coming year. And we know that and we ask for your patience with it.

Bethany G.: But there’s a few things that are really going to stay the same. And those are the things that I want to highlight and certainly let you know what you can expect. So our goal within the residential experience is to foster community. We talk a lot with students about how their decisions impact the community, how they can help to be an active community member, how they can engage within their community and how they can really find their space within it.

Bethany G.: We also provide a lot of safety measures. So we have an on-call system, we have staff oversight.

Bethany G.: And we have a lot of systems in place. And of course, there’s going to be a lot of new systems in place this year as we navigate COVID-19 and you navigate the pandemic and you navigate student safety within that and then our third major goal within the residential experience is to really assist students and connect them to the resources of the college. We have
Bethany G.: A multitude of resources, a number of staff and faculty and people who are so eager and willing to make this an excellent year for our students despite the obstacles.

Bethany G.: And so our staff; one of our main goals within the residences is to really serve as a one-stop-shop so that our students can bring us their questions and we can help connect them to answers.

Bethany G.: I want to highlight the staff that we have within the residence halls. We have six professional Master’s level residential life coordinators that live in the residence halls and are part of the communities themselves. We also have 60 student leader resident advisors and as you can see from the email the other day our resident advisors are going to be returning to campus. So we anticipate being able to be fully staffed.

Bethany G.: First-year students should be at about a max of 35 students per RA. So we really are going to be able to maintain that high level of touch with our students and that high level of support for our students.

Bethany G.: And we also have three full-time front desk coordinators, as well as maintenance staff and housing staff.

Bethany G.: We have that on-call structure which is really put in place so that we can help our students to maintain a safe and really thoroughly enjoyable college experience.

Bethany G.: Um, and we believe that we can do that with a lot of innovation in how we go about our programming in the coming year.

Bethany G.: So, you know, many of you might be wondering, what’s it going to look like and how am I going to make friends when I get to college and so many people, not just the residential experience, but certainly those within the residential experience as well, are going to be helping with that process.

Bethany G.: First, in order to maintain as much safety as we can, we’re decreasing some of the density in the residence halls and residences and so you were able to see from the email that there will be

Bethany G.: No triple rooms that are triple occupied doubles. Um, and, but we will still have residential communities and we’re going to be looking to really enhance the experience. Within those first years we’ll start off with small community meetings. There are days they’re going to do campus and city tours.

Bethany G.: And we’re really going to be exercising some innovation and flexibility in
programming and do a lot of programming in virtual spaces and outdoors.

Bethany G.: And then we get to the crux of our students support model. And that’s our one-to-one intentional conversations model so students can expect that resident advisors will connect with them.

Bethany G.: Right off the bat, and do one-to-one meetings that are based in student development theory and guidance to help them to really reflect on their learning and growth and identify individual needs so that we can help to meet those needs.

Bethany G.: Students will be able to choose the format this year. So depending on their comfort level, they can select to meet with their RA in a virtual meeting and Zoom space, responsible in-person meeting, text chat, email, or web form. We really want to give students the driving seat to decide how these happen, but we do want to make sure that our RAs are making personal connections with our students.

Bethany G.: Amy, you can advance to the next slide. So, um, one of the things that I actually do want to mention is that regardless of whether or not students elect to come physically to campus this fall.

Bethany G.: They can expect to be a member of our community. And so many of the things that I actually discussed on that last slide

Bethany G.: The one-to-one conversation model and the programming that will happen largely in virtual spaces those are things that our students can engage in regardless of whether or not they’re on campus. And so we really don’t want to forget those that might not be able to make it to campus or might elect not to.

Bethany G.: And they can expect to see a lot of those programmatic efforts as well and still be able to engage in the campus community in that way.

Bethany G.: But for students who are looking to come and take residency at the college, we have a move-in plan. And that is, you know, still being tweaked and still being modified but what we’re doing is really spreading the move-in out over three days Friday through Sunday, August 14 through 16. This will give us the ability to spread things out a little bit. And if anybody has ever seen one of our move-ins before it can be really packed with people. And so that’s something that we’re really trying to avoid and spread out those move-ins, a little bit. And so you will be invited to register for a move-in date and time so that we can ensure that that is spread out a little bit more. And we don’t have that condensing that happens on a moving day.

Bethany G.: And also, along that line students will be permitted one guest to help them move
in. We know that this might be a hardship, but it’s really again that effort to make sure that we are really keeping things as minimal as possible to minimize the risk.

Bethany G.: And then safety measures and social distancing will be in place. So on moving day, for those of you who do elect to come and move in, you can expect to RAs and NSO leaders and many smiling faces will be here to welcome you behind those masks.

Bethany G.: Um, the other thing that I want to mention is that I know that many of you are probably eagerly awaiting your housing assignment and where you will live.

Bethany G.: That is a process that we’re working on. And as you’ll see later on in the program, we have to first see who is going to be here in person and in residency on campus and who might not be able to get to campus or who might be electing to not come to campus before we can really start making those housing assignments.

Bethany G.: But we will have a housing and dining town hall that will be available at the end of next week to answer a lot more of those questions. So with that said, that is my quick overview. I’m going to pass it to Emily Chan.

Emily C.: Hi there everyone.

Emily C.: So for the Bridge Scholars Program. This is an option I program. Some of you have received an invitation to participate in it.

Emily C.: And the Bridge Scholars Program is for our first gen students. Students from historically underrepresented populations at CC,

Emily C.: And also students who applied to CC through various community partnership programs such as QuestBridge and a number of other organizations so, if you have an invitation and you haven’t responded to us, definitely get in touch. We do have a waitlist now, we are full at 130 student capacity, but if you want to be a part of it, definitely get in touch. So a little bit more about the program. Right. So this is a part of the college’s early arrival program. And so I’m going to talk to you a little bit more about the other parts of the college, other groups of students who come in early to CC, but we’re definitely one of them so, typically, students come two weeks before New Student Orientation starts. So this year we have yet to finalize the exact move-in date, just like what Bethany, said to you a little bit earlier.

Emily C.: That we are trying to make sure that we have a scheduling system so that people can have, you know, a time slot where a student and other person can help them with move-in. So once we have logistics worked out, we will email students and families to let you know about the move-in for the Bridge Scholars Program.
Emily C.: So that’s definitely one of the adaptations that we have this year about them with that when we will exactly be moving in; expect that is most likely on the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of August third and fourth, again we will be in touch with them the exact details about signing up and the dates for moving in.

Emily C.: Students will be moving into their permanent room for the year. So you only need to move in once and that’s an important part of the program. So we minimize students needing to move their possessions and the need to clean rooms in between the programs. So the goal of this program is to essentially have Bridge Scholars, you know, I’m calling the entirety of the CC experience. So, so if you think about a CC experience we have a component that is academic, a component that is about relationship and mentoring, and then a component that is about leadership development. So, in

Emily C.: Again. Well, there are going to be changes due to COVID. And so we will have all six of the posted courses, the Bridge Scholars Program courses, that is equivalent to a half block, there and running.

Emily C.: They will be ready for students who are on campus. So there will be some face-to-face instruction.

Emily C.: And then there will also be some asynchronous, as well as synchronous online elements of the learning to help us make sure that we don’t crowd too many students into one classroom. And so again, those details are some things that we are working out right now with the faculty, how they want to teach it.

Emily C.: We will not have off-campus features as there used to be. If you have spoken to other Bridge students before and their families.

Emily C.: We tend to do a few trips over the weekend to get to know the city, go to the outdoors and go hiking and do stuff like that.

Emily C.: This year we won’t be doing off-campus field trips that need us to get into vans and buses, but there might be some walking local trips to get to know you know the downtown area.

Emily C.: Students are expected to stay on campus over the bridge weekend so you know we start on Wednesday the classes and then extend over the full nine days of class this year, especially the students do not leave campus over the weekend. So even if you live locally within the state. We asked you to stay again this is part of our COVID response. And then let’s see, they are. We know that there are some students who opted to discuss more we get families.

Emily C.: And learn more about the college’s response to COVID in terms of classroom and housing and safety and health.
Emily C.: You might choose, you really don’t want to be on campus. This fall, maybe you will start those classes online.

Emily C.: Instead, and we will also have options for students who need to start online for the Bridge Program.

Emily C.: You will still have the same level of mentoring from your peers. Same level of advising and mentoring from your faculty and we will just double down on and really work hard on the community building on the student mentoring and on faculty advising. So if you have more questions about the Bridge Program get in touch. Thank you. And then I’m passing on I think to Brian, would you like to talk about all the arrivals.

Amy H.: Hi, Amy, I’m actually going to be the one to talk about to tell you a little bit more. In addition to the Bridge Program. We do have some other populations that typically arrive earlier than New Student Orientation, for instance, international students we know right now there’s

Amy H.: Different regulations and restrictions that are making security a little bit challenging, to say the least, at the moment. And so we really encourage you to stay in constant communication with the staff of international student and scholar services about your ability to arrive on campus in either August or January so that we can plan accordingly.

Amy H.: There could potentially also be the opportunity for you to enroll in online classes from outside of the US and if that is going to be the case and you’re going to be able to take advantage of that we do ask that you plan to participate. And so programming between August 17 and August 23 we will have that offered via live streaming, as well as within Canvas or learning management system so that you get credit for attending those sessions, but it’s very important before you join our academic community.

Amy H.: And that you have an understanding of what our expectations for you are in the classroom as a member of our community so that we can have an inclusive and educational environment.

Amy H.: Fall athletes are also going to be arriving at different dates and on campus for practice and those sorts of things; your coaches will be in touch with you.

Amy H.: About those moving dates and procedures, but regardless of when you are arriving if you are arriving early for the Bridge Scholars Program or for international orientation or fall athletics, we are committed to providing a socially distant move-in.
Amy H.: That will allow you a long window to get in and out of the building with the least amount of interaction with others as possible and we will be asking that you limit yourself to one guest during those and moving experiences.

Amy H.: So in regards to the NSO experience and we have really worked intentionally to make sure that we are prioritizing your safety preserving the impactful experience that are on-campus experience or NSO provides.

Amy H.: We’re taking guidance from current state and campus guidelines as well as our local health department to make sure that we are doing this right.

Amy H.: And because of that we are doing our best to relieve some of the burden of the in-person programming.

Amy H.: And so that will be in small groups, but also, you’ll have the opportunity to start learning about Colorado College and beginning this month, tomorrow, in fact, and so we are going to be offering a series of virtual Choose Your Own Adventure sessions and formal meet and greets and community building opportunities.

Amy H.: And those will vary so we’ll be sending out that information in the CC bound newsletters, as well as putting it on the CC bound website.

Amy H.: But an example, some of our interns that are on campus this summer are going to do a tour around campus that you can join on our Instagram Live tomorrow.

Amy H.: The NSO interns and outdoor education every Thursday afternoon are providing social informal meeting groups then there will just be ways for you to start building community in advance of coming to campus in August.

Amy H.: Then we are also going to be introducing some new pre-orientation online modules in Canvas. So at this point on June 30,

Amy H.: You should have submitted your advising form, your CC 100 registration form, your housing forms, started thinking about your advising appointments. There’s a lot of checklist items that are due by the end of the day today.

Amy H.: And two of those things were alcohol education as well as sexual assault prevention for undergraduates.

Amy H.: To supplement that information, as well as add new information about community standards around COVID and how we’re going to interact with each other

Amy H.: As well as content for our sessions, there will be canvas modules that you’ll need to complete in advance of moving in on campus. And then after in person
sessions will be doing little quizzes that are ways to make sure that you attended the sessions. We will be in constant communication with RCC via newsletters.

Amy H.: And having other opportunities for panels and Q and As that are speaking more to your interests and needs at the time.

Amy H.: So there is going to be the socially distant moving from August 14 through the 16th.

Amy H.: And we’ll be doing a split day schedule where we’ll be breaking the group, the class into smaller groups and giving you the opportunity to engage with required content sessions in those small groups as well as still having the opportunity to do Priddy experiences and learn about Colorado Springs, do some service, bond with each other, get to know each other.

Amy H.: And like I said, there’s going to be a hybrid, there’s gonna be some sessions that are going to be face to face, some sessions that are virtual that you can be on campus and participate and orientation in a way that’s going to again meet your needs and your comfort level, but get all of the same information that we need for you to know before you can start classes.

Amy H.: Similarly to international students if you’re going to be enrolling classes online remotely this fall we expect you to participate in. So in between August 17 and August 23 and we’ll make more information available about that later. But I’m gonna pass it off to Ryan to quickly talk about the Priddy experience more in depth.

Ryan H.: Priddy experience is a great opportunity for all of you students to connect in small groups and have that bonding. We just know is like so important to start off your time here at CC the right way and it’s all led by your peers that are sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

Ryan H.: So we have about 150 different NSO leaders and so you’ll be split up into groups of around 10 people and so that allows us to really have intentional conversations around the various topics that were covered in those presentations on campus, as well as to just simply have fun and we know that this is a, it’s a big transition in your life, and we want you to really connect with the place, the people, and the program that we have here at CC and we do that in a couple unique ways.

Ryan H.: We just find that connecting with the community is very important. And so the community engagement piece we will be working with a number of different service providers, doing a lot of different service work throughout the community and it’s everything from trail building to fire mitigation to doing projects for local nonprofit organizations. And so, and we’re also thinking about different unique ways that we can also be really impactful in these in these difficult times, and
help our community members.

Ryan H.: And besides the community engagement, we also want to be able to connect with this place and we do that a number of different ways. And we will be certainly exploring the local parks and regional areas as well as museums and things that make it culturally enhancing for Colorado Springs.

Ryan H.: And then at nighttime. We like to have these what we call fireside chats where we really dive a little bit deeper and its staff and faculty aren’t there. And so they’re really authentic conversations that happen among their peers and have a little bit of that mentorship from the students that have been at CC for quite some time.

Ryan H.: As well as just developing team building and good communication skills and really setting folks up for success as they start their first block of class and then to talk a little bit about the family orientation, I will hand that back over to Amy to talk about that.

Amy H.: Thanks, Ryan. So as we have mentioned a few times I see a lot of questions coming in in the comments, and to allow for proper social distancing and to limit the number of

Amy H.: Individual unique guest on campus, students will be allowed only one guest to assist with moving, so I know some of you might have two parents traveling with you to campus and we ask that that other parents or family member or supporter remain off campus while the two of you work at getting your room settled. There are plans for students to only be allowed one guest in the room at a time during the school year. And so we need to just start doing that now, but also to prioritize the safety of our staff and our students and everyone else that’s going to be helping with move-in. The family programming that we will be offering is going to be for the majority completely online.

Amy H.: And that is again to decrease the density and the number of guests that we’re going to have on campus for the move-in days.

Amy H.: So some of the other questions that are coming up in the chat box is does my family member need to stay on campus or my supporter from August 14 through the 16th.

Amy H.: No, they just need to be here for that day that you are physically moving into the room.

Amy H.: And during or before move-in, we will be communicating with them with CC bound newsletters from Janna Jones in Alumni and Family Programs.

Amy H.: We’re encouraging you all to attend these town halls and staff panels to get
your other questions answered. And we’re also in the process of organizing virtual summer welcome parties and so keep an eye on your emails for more information about that soon.

Amy H.: On move-in day again family members and guests will be limited to one guest who is with them on campus. We will have a resource and connections table that will answer questions and pass out information to the guests. But then after you’ve returned home and you’re no longer on campus, we will be offering more virtual programming, such as panel discussions, workshops, information sessions.

Amy H.: And that will be specifically for new families and new family members and new supporters of Colorado College students as well as the information you typically get and the Around the Block newsletters.

Amy H.: So I’m now I’m going to transition over to Heather Horton to talk a little bit more about the support services that we offer.

Heather H.: Thanks Amy. At CC, our goal is really to help everyone on our campus thrive. There’s a difference, for instance, between making it through your four years of college and surviving and actually thriving. And our goal is thriving for every member of our campus community of student, staff, and faculty and part of the way that we do that is that we’ve been working on developing a much more integrated care model. And what you see on your screen is an example of how that integrated care model works with regard to mental health.

Heather H.: There are many, many, many points of entry for students in seeking support building their own skills and getting help when they need it.

Heather H.: And this really relates to your own growth. Bethany earlier mentioned that the residential experience programming is based on student development and we’re really interested in helping you to develop into the people that you want to be. And part of that is building your own self-awareness and skills for managing challenges in your life.

Heather H.: But also knowing who your resources are and truthfully today may not even be the first time that you hear this message, but at CC, we are a highly resourced institution. We have lots and lots of lots of resources for you. And we want you to use them and we want for students to recognize that engaging those resources is a sign of strength and that successful students really do that and Amy, if you could advance the slide.

Heather H.: I want to share with you a little bit about the kinds of support resources that you might see on campus around health and well-being.
Heather H.: With the caveat that again we’re approaching you as whole people and so there
may be touch points for your well-being, that might be, you know, certainly your
faculty members, they might be the folks in Bon Appetit who you see every day
when you’re swiping in to get a meal.

Heather H.: But the kinds of resources that you might be thinking about include what you
see on the screen here. And since the disruptions that happened this spring with
COVID all of these resources have moved online for this period of time. But
in the fall, we’re expecting to have as Amy was describing a hybrid of in-person
and virtual supports and experiences in our Student Health Center. We actually
contract with a local large practice called Optum to run our health clinic and
that really operates to help students understand a very complicated health care
system in the United States and in the last few months, maybe even more of us
have become keenly aware of how complicated accessing healthcare can be.

Heather H.: And so the Student Health Center is a place where you’re going to use your
insurance card, you’re going to have those kinds of conversations but we’re also
providing you with support and consistency of providers. We have two providers
at the health center, who are there

Heather H.: Not both of them every day but across the seven days of the week. You just see
those two providers and students really appreciate that. I think in the Counseling
Center again, we’re going to have in-person and virtual supports.

Heather H.: That folks can access, both for more emergent kinds of things. So if you have a
sore throat you might be accessing the virtual healthcare through Optum or you
might be accessing counselor on call, or through our sort of talk now system that
we have with the chat with the Counseling Center.

Heather H.: Spiritual well-being is also a really important part of a holistic picture of human
beings.

Heather H.: And we have a wonderful campus chaplain. And she and her staff do a lot of
programming again virtual and in person.

Heather H.: And she also provides pastoral care to folks as they go through their experience
here at CC Accessibility Resources. I think that you might be hearing from our
colleagues in that office in another town hall meeting, but it’s a super important
resource, who, again, are going to have opportunities to connect virtually and in
person, as well as our colleagues in the Butler Center

Heather H.: Which is our hub for inclusion, equity, and diversity efforts on campus and you’ll
be able to see them and interact with them virtually.

Heather H.: The same with the Career Center and our Financial Aid Office and I really want
to point out that link at the bottom of the screen there.

Heather H.: Certainly you can write that down and then go to the web page, if you like, but if you go to the CC web page you'll see on the main menu bar at the top, you'll see life at CC and then you'll go down and you'll see support resources and we've developed a whole bunch of supports that include resources that are available from our staff here on campus as well as virtual resources and community resources that might be near you, where you are living at this moment in time and cover a variety of topics that we know students have been experiencing challenging, so do check that out.

Heather H.: And Amy. If you can advance the slide for us again at CC

Heather H.: We have a long-standing commitment to this belief that each of us has a really, really important role to play in creating a safe, healthy community

Heather H.: In which each of us can thrive and part of that is you'll get introduced to this concept during the course of NSO activities. But our badass active bystander intervention campaign and the badass stands for be aware, decide to act, and say something, and this concept of citizenry and engaged citizenship in our community is CC has always been important to us.

Heather H.: Has been a part of how we prevent violence, how we promote mental health and prevent suicide, and address inequity and discrimination and also is a really important component for us as we try to prevent the spread of any illness, including COVID-19

Heather H.: And that means that we be aware, we educate ourselves about the things that might be concerns for our community, we take responsibility and decide to act.

Heather H.: And overcome some of the barriers that might challenge us. So some of you may be out and about in your communities and see people who are wearing their masks wrong. Right? They’ve got their masks down underneath their nose and that’s not actually helping anyone right? And so most of us probably feel a little bit uncomfortable actually saying something.

Heather H.: And so part of our commitment to one another at CC is again educating ourselves recognizing that we have responsibility to help keep our communities safe and saying something actually saying, Hey, Heather. Did you know that when you wear your mask under your nose, that actually doesn’t provide any protection for anyone?

Heather H.: And for instance, here at CC and I meant to have my mask here to sort of show you but I’ll be wearing a mask when I’m here at work to protect you.
Heather H.: And I expect the same from you that you will do the same for me and look out for me in a variety of different ways. And with that, I’ll pass it back to Amy, because I think we’re about at the point for questions.

Amy H.: Thank you have our, um, so it is the time for questions and questions have been coming in the question box. And I know there’s been some questions that have been coming through on Facebook as well. So thanks to Zach and Janna, who are behind the scenes feeding us those questions. So we can answer as many as possible. So if you send the questions in the chat, I will relay them and have different panelists chime in to answer, but also recognize that we can’t answer all of your questions because they’re outside of our areas of expertise or we’re still in the process of making decisions right now. So all of the questions that are coming in right now will show up in our transcript and the recording of the session and we will answer them on the FAQ pages as well as in future emails that we’re sending.

Amy H.: And we’re also sharing them with the panelists that are going to be on the other town halls and so that they can address them as well.

Amy H.: So, um, to get us started, Bethany, there are a few questions about housing and specifically about triples. You mentioned that there was not going to be any triple occupancy doubles and will there be triple occupancy triples, and if people requested to be in triples will not be granted.

Bethany G.: Absolutely. And so thank you for those questions. And at this point, I’ll address the doubles first because I saw that question come in as well.

Bethany G.: And I did just get that number recently from our partners and housing. We already have about 190 students who have mutually selected a roommate to live in a double with. And so we would honor those.

Bethany G.: Also many students can expect to have a roommate coming in. It is a pretty standard way to start out the first year and we have been working in compliance with

Bethany G.: Health officials and finding ways to mitigate risk in that and then some of our triple rooms across campus are actually quite large. So we’re looking at those also being able to be triples particularly if students are looking to live in them and are mutually naming two other roommates who they’d like to live in those with.

Bethany G.: But as I mentioned, you know, somebody in the chat mentioned the

Bethany G.: You know the situation last year where we had a lot of triple occupied doubles, because we were over occupancy. We have plans in place to be able to house everybody in a less congested way this year, which we’re excited about.
Amy H.: Thank you, Bethany. So some of the other questions that we’re getting are about the registration process for move-in.

Amy H.: And I know that you and I and housing are still working on that process, but I don’t know if you want to talk a little bit more in detail about what you imagine that would look like.

Amy H.: Such as when we anticipate having that wrapped up.

Bethany G.: Absolutely. And thank you for that question as well. And I know that folks who are, you know, may already have travel plans or be itching to make travel plans are really eagerly awaiting

Bethany G.: That registration process. But I wanted to give a couple of talking points, just to let you know why we haven’t opened it just yet.

Bethany G.: One of the things is that I really want to give advance notice so that it isn’t just going to pop open and, you know, oops, you were out on a hike and you missed it, and

Bethany G.: Now your time slot is closed. We want to be able to give advance notice so that you can put it in your calendars. And you can say, okay, it opens on this day.

Bethany G.: The other thing is that I want students to have some time to be able to make an informed decision about how they are going to spend their fall.

Bethany G.: And so, not to put students at a disadvantage for registering for a move-in time slot if they are still on the fence about what their fall plans are.

Bethany G.: So we will give advance notice, we might have more information at the housing town hall, but I do hear that folks are really itching to get on that registration form. And so we will try and get it out to you as soon as possible.

Amy H.: Thank you. I’m gonna give you a little bit of a break. And there are some more questions. But Heather, there is someone who asked about insurance and how can they tell if Colorado College accepts their insurance.

Heather H.: Yeah, there were actually a couple of questions about insurance that I saw. So in terms of whether your insurance plan will be accepted at the CC Student Health Center.

Heather H.: Optum, which is our provider, accepts most health insurance plans and so, it’s pretty rare that we have the experience that students say that Optum does not take their health insurance.
Heather H.: However, you’re welcome to call the health center at (719) 389-6384 and they’ll be able to tell you whether they work with your insurance plan.

Heather H.: With regard to health insurance. This is a really important question that probably most of us have realized the incredible importance of it for everyone’s daily life these days.

Heather H.: At CC, we do require that all students have health insurance. And if you go on this CC website and put insurance into the search bar, that will take you to the web page that that explains the plan that we offer for students as well as the waiver criteria. So if you have a health plan that you’re on right now and you really love it and you want to see if we will accept that plan there’s criteria on that web page and also contact information if you have additional questions about that.

Heather H.: Each year at CC, all students need to complete either a waiver or enrollment process for the student health insurance plan. And that process opens tomorrow, July 1 for the fall so you can go ahead in there and either waive or enroll and for the waiver process. You just have to have your insurance card with you. It takes a couple of minutes.

Heather H.: And the same thing for enrolling, it just takes a couple of minutes. There are a couple of advantages of that student health insurance plan. I’d be happy to talk with folks about that if you if you want to reach out to me. I can give you more information as well.


Amy H.: One of the questions that I can answer is about transfer students, and so transfer students are invited to move back or come to campus for the first time with the first-year students. And so if you are a new student, including an upper-division transfer student, and you do qualify to move in on our support team August 16 one caveat there. It is possible that you will move in and you’ll be in person, but your classes might be online or remote and depending upon what is available and being offered in person. So I just want to be clear about that. But transfer students would still be expected to participate in either in-person or virtual classes between August 17 and August 23. There’s also several questions coming up about academic advising and what that process looks like.

Amy H.: And so there will be an academic town hall later this week and into next week, but I can quickly tell you that your advisors from the Advising Hub will start reaching out soon if they haven’t already to

Amy H.: Begin conversations with you to get to know you and talk about your CC 120
placement, which we call the First-year Program, and so they’ll work with you through that placement. The advising and registration form is due today.

Amy H.: And so if you haven’t submitted that already, please do that because that will kind of give your advisor a pathway

Amy H.: to begin those conversations and talk to you about enrollment for Blocks 1 and 2 as well as looking ahead, to Blocks 3 and 4 and into the spring.

Amy H.: So keep an eye out; those emails will go to your Colorado College email address.

Amy H.: So be sure to check that email address and they’re not going to be from me and they’re not going to be from orientation, they’re going to be from an individual staff member at Colorado College.

Amy H.: If you don’t hear from your advisor soon. You can go to the advising hub’s website and there is a list of the advisors there and the possibility to schedule with whoever is available when you’re available but the priority is to make that relationship with your own advisor.

Amy H.: Hi Emily, there’s a few questions about Bridge Program, and you said to

Amy H.: Have moved in from August 3 to the August 5 of

Emily C.: August 2 to the

Emily C.: Fourth, right.

Amy H.: and should people start buying plane tickets? You want them to hold off until you give them a final word on it.

Emily C.: Please hold off until we email you again to the students’ Colorado College email address, because we do need to coordinate with our Residential Life colleagues to make sure that we have the time slots and I’ll just say what Bethany said earlier. We want to give people a heads up to sign up for those move-in time slots so that nobody is, you know, just happened to be on the email and caught the sign-up window right. We want to give everybody time to plan their move in. And so, um, wait for a few more days and we will give you the details on exactly when and how to sign up. So don’t buy a ticket yet. Thank you.

Amy H.: Thanks for that, Emily. So another question that came in as to what NSO resources are there, if any, for students with learning differences which is a great question. And so I work closely with Jan Edwards and Sarah Rotunno in the Office of Accessibility Resources to make sure that our programming is as accessible as possible. For instance, today we have closed captioning for this
presentation. If you haven’t been able to see that or take advantage of it yet and whatever we have designed for required sessions, whether it be in Canvas or live streaming, we’re committed to making it accessible in that format.

Amy H.: Sarah and Jan are also beginning meetings with students who have learning differences or anticipate needing accommodations and so on the CC Bound website, you can find the forms that you need to fill out to begin those conversations.

Amy H.: The sooner you can begin those conversations, the better for both your own needs, but also for those of us planning.

Amy H.: Because then we’re able to be as proactive and responsive as possible to those needs and in our considerations and they can

Amy H.: Help you work with faculty and whoever else that you need to get your accommodations in place so the sooner you can get those in the better, but there is no hard deadline at any point through your Colorado College experience you can apply for accommodations and resources. So it’s not like one and done.

Amy H.: So someone asked about, when will the registration for move-in be coming and it will be coming via email, like you said. We’re still working on that process, but it would be CC Bound newsletter to both parents and students, but we want to make sure that when it is live and when you fill it out, that only one person fills it out and that you’re not filling it out multiple times or parents aren’t filling it out on behalf of students. So do sit down and discuss your plans in advance of filling out that form.

Amy H.: I see a lot of questions, talking about parents and whether or not there can be a trade-off of one person there for two hours, one person there for the other two hours.

Amy H.: Right now our policy and our plan is one student one guest and it just is going to limit density on campus and it will be the best plan on at this time. Should that change,

Amy H.: We will be sure to communicate that. But I think you should plan on one student one guest for our move-in period.

Amy H.: Other questions that are coming in: Can Winter Start students take virtual classes if they participate? And are we going to talk about the Winter Start experience at all right now? So I honestly don’t know about Winter Starts taking classes remotely, I’ll need to check with Admission on that and figure out what that would look like and if that’s a possibility. So stay tuned for an answer for that.
Amy H.: We’re not going to talk too much about the Winter Start experience today because things are so constantly changing. And we don’t know what January will look like.

Amy H.: And so we do know our anticipated dates and that will be between January 22 and 25th, I believe. And so those are the dates that we’re planning for so students who are starting as Winter Starts would start in Block 6, they wouldn’t start for J Block or Block 5, but as we have a better idea of what January will look like and what our programs will look like we will be in touch with you about that but Winter Starts are more than welcome to begin taking advantage of the Choose Your Own Adventure sessions that we’re offering and getting plugged into resources and connections. I’m just unclear of whether you would be able to enroll in classes remotely at this point.

Amy H.: I’m just looking through questions to get out of here.

Bethany G.: Amy, I can jump in real quick. I saw in the chat a question about whether you have to have a parent or a guest accompany you for move-in and that is certainly not required. We will, you know, we give a lot of support on the ground once our students arrive and so if parents elect not to come that is absolutely okay. There was sort of a sub question underneath that about assistance in getting transportation from the airport and we don’t do anything concretely on that part. But we can always help students to navigate that issue and navigate that concern.

Amy H.: So I’ve also seen a lot of questions about gap years

Amy H.: And we are currently working with the Admission Office to reopen a gap year request process. It will be open for a very finite period of time and it’s important that you know that when you’re requesting a gap year or a gap semester, you need to have something meaningful to do during that time.

Amy H.: So that’s not really changing. We want to make sure that that time that you would be spending away from campus or away from classes is going to be intentionally used to better your growth and yourself as a person and not just be an extended vacation and that when you are coming back to campus for 2021 you’ll have the opportunity to really add even more value to our campus and our community. So as that process gets nailed down, we will communicate that to you and we will let you know where we stand with that. So a question that just came in Ryan about the Priddy experience, has Priddy experience registration opened? When does it close? Um, do you have any thoughts on that?

Ryan H.: Yes, the Priddy experience registration is open. I believe today is the deadline, although we always have a few folks that do register late and we start the planning process of kind of placing those students into their groups around mid-July. So if you haven’t done it yet, please do quickly as there’s a lot of factors to put into
place for placing all of you into, you know, your desired group type for those trips, but it is open and you’ll use your Colorado College credentials that should have been emailed to you. And it’s through our platform that we call Summit. And there’s a number of offices that utilize that. But, click on the Outdoor Education link as well as our various wonderful interns will probably be reaching out to you directly if you haven’t already registered for that.

Amy H.: Thank you, Ryan. So, um, there is a question about mailing or shipping belongings to CC. If you’re flying, yes, you are allowed to mail belongings in advance.

Amy H.: And the next email that you get from us, if not the one that’s coming tomorrow, it’ll be one early next week we’ll have your

Amy H.: Temporary shipping address in August, You’ll be assigned your Worner box number and that will be the number that you need to have on all of your mail so that it gets to the right place.

Amy H.: So there’s a lot of questions about the flexibility of the academic calendar and the plans and I just want to make sure that y’all make note of attending the academic webinar that is coming up where they will be better answered and I’m prepared to answer those questions as well as information about testing, prevention, mask, Heather will be having another webinar next week on July 9 that will dive more deeply in detail into those plans, as well as answer those questions and then, will people be there to help you move in, or will just be you and your parent or family member, and that means you want to answer that one quickly.

Bethany G.: Yeah, absolutely. So because of our dispersed move-in days, we will have a great number of our RAs and NSO leaders who will be able to be those helping hands that will welcome you to campus and help to carry things if that is within your comfort level.

Bethany G.: That’s a great question. And while I’m actually unmuted I can answer another question as well about Thanksgiving. A lot of people are asking about Thanksgiving and travel.

Bethany G.: And over our Fall Break period, students do have the opportunity to elect to stay on campus over Fall Break. So if they are staying in person for Block 4

Bethany G.: Then there will be an opportunity for them to fill out a form letting us know that they would like to stay over Fall Break.

Bethany G.: So I’ve received that question a couple of times and of course then refer to the email and academic calendar as to if you choose to travel over Fall Break, then the fourth block should be taken remotely.
Amy H.: Thanks, Bethany and those questions about housing I can answer right off the top of my head. Yes, there will be a list that we share with you about what to bring with you to campus for your room as well. If there’s additional things that you need to bring this year that wouldn’t be on that list for the Choose Your Own Adventure sessions and the outdoor ed and the Office of Campus Activities interns are planning to have a tour of the residence halls room, so you can see that, as well as give their insider information as current students about what you might like to pack. And all dorms have beds, desks, drawers, and every single room. Bethany, are there refrigerators in every room as well?

Bethany G.: Yes, in fact, they’re micro fridges. So they come standard within our residence hall rooms in the large three halls.

Amy H.: And then someone asked whether if they have no family members coming to campus we will be providing transportation. At this point, we do not have plans for that.

Amy H.: But there are local transportation options and shuttles that are beginning running. And so we’ll make sure to put that information on our website and let you know whether any other plans change.

Amy H.: Panelists. I don’t know if you see any final questions that you’d like to quickly answer before we conclude?

Heather H.: I did see another question about insurance. Someone was asking about whether financial aid packages would cover the cost of insurance or if there are discounts.

Heather H.: In terms of financial aid, your best strategy is to talk with our Financial Aid Office because they make a determination about whether they can give a grant or whether there are other strategies for covering the health insurance costs and if after you have a conversation with financial aid you have additional questions about options in that waiver enrollment process, do feel free to reach out.

Amy H.: Okay, well, and thank you again to all of our panelists for coming and sharing a little bit more about your areas of expertise. So people have a better idea of what to expect during New Student Orientation and their first block on campus and there were over 200 and there’s over 200 questions submitted in the chat box and we were only able to get to about 30 of those. And so I would like to also thank you all for your patience.

Amy H.: And know that you’re welcome to email your questions to covid19@coloradocollege.edu but we will also be passing on this chat transcript to all of the other panelists, as well as the folks who manage the FAQ, and if you have any questions specifically about orientation or the enrollment process, you can email...
my office at orientation@coloradocollege.edu

Amy H.: Know that we will start up sending our CC Bound newsletters again and recording any links from today’s town hall will be shared with students via email

Amy H.: But also be made available on the Colorado College Facebook page where this has also been live streaming

Amy H.: And so you can see them there as well as a few other places. So we also ask that you let us know our plans so that we can plan accordingly.

Amy H.: And there are some unknowns and some final questions and things that we know you want answered before you make your decision for the fall, we will be sending out kind of an update form where you can share more information with us, so we know whether to expect you in person for Block 1 or whether you will be in your home country or in your hometown.

Amy H.: And so we can match you with CC 104 elements and other tracks so stay tuned for that as well as the deadline for that form.

Amy H.: And please tune in to our additional town halls. There’s one on NCAA athletics on Thursday with the coaching staff and Leslie Irvine. There’s a session on academics with our interim provost and our vice provost and our director of the academic programs that will speak more to what you can expect in the academic experience.

Amy H.: Again, Heather and her team and other campus colleagues will talk about safety and testing on Thursday, July 9, and just enter right as we started this presentation on Friday, July 10, Bethany colleagues from campus dining and other colleagues from housing, will dive more specifically into those questions. So we look forward to seeing you at those town halls. Again, thank you for your patience and all of your great, great questions and we look forward to seeing you soon.